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- Simple, intuitive interface - Generates multi-part layout - Generates NC codes for CNC cutting - Generates configurable RTF/DXF templates - Generates predefined “custom sizes” when selecting ring or disc blank sizes - Animate ring and disc locations - Generates layouts in Orthogonal/XYZ planes - Unlimited nesting - Import/Export for all popular CAD formats - Import NC cuts - Export to DXF and RTF formats - A library of shapes, solids and
boolean meshes, ready to use - Optimize layout with multiple layers - Keep width straight and center in between two concentric rings - Keep width straight and center between two concentric discs - Keep width straight and center between a disc and a ring - Keep width straight and center between two rings - Always place discs and rings around the center - Optimize layouts - Select “blanks” or “rings” of different sizes from different sources - Generate

layouts and NC codes for CNC cut - Generate a layout automatically from an ECRD template - Generate a layout automatically from an RTF template - Import from file - Export to file - Optimize layouts with multiple layers - Check symmetry - Check anti-symmetry - Adjust layouts with the defined “degrees of rotation” - Import and export DXF files - Import DXF files from other applications - Export DXF files as vector - Import and export
2D/3D vector graphic formats - Import and export STL formats - Import and export 3D model formats - Import and export STEP formats - Import and export IGES formats - Import and export 3DS formats - Import and export PDF files - Import and export PDF files as “hotspots” - Export to PDF - Print a layout - Animate - Generate repeatable design - Only generate NC codes for CNC cut if we actually start the cutting - Optimize production -

Generate PDF and SVG files from the NC code - Generate a NC code from an SVG file - Generate multiple NC codes for CNC cut from the same SVG file - Have the NC codes saved in the SVG file - Generate a PDF file from the NC code - Generate a document for all files generated from the NC code -
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Simple to use and I like it when you don't have to spend a lot of time getting all the features just working ok. There are a few issues needs updating for 100.06.23 I can't create and save a layout from the main program and then have it open and work when I enter the saving program. Have to open a second window to do this. I use the window for entering the NCs but I don't like the way the FOV is set. I don't know how to close the work area when I
exit the program. When you go through the system menu in the main window in a project you can't find a way to select the next sheet. The structure of the programme is too basic for me and the tutorial is basic. I like the concept. There is also a complex version with a detailed tutorial etc. Unfortunately I find it very basic. No DXF drawing feature. Just ring/disc entry. What an oversight. You had a dream there. What would be nice is to be able to

download a new template to the project. Otherwise I am going to have to keep re-typing. Nice idea. I am sure there is room for improvement here but you need to much space to make a decent design program. PlusRings-FreeView is a straight forward application designed to allow you to enter rings and discs of different sizes and nest them one inside the other. The software reduces the wastage when cutting disc blanks or rings from sheets by
generating optimum layouts in RTF and DXF format, and further saves time by generating NC codes for CNC. PlusRings Description: Simple to use and I like it when you don't have to spend a lot of time getting all the features just working ok. There are a few issues needs updating for 100.06.23 I can't create and save a layout from the main program and then have it open and work when I enter the saving program. Have to open a second window to

do this. I use the window for entering the NCs but I don't like the way the FOV is set. I don't know how to close the work area when I exit the program. When you go through the system menu in the main window in a project you can't find a way to select the next sheet. 6a5afdab4c
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=========================================== * Ring nesting: Allows the user to nest one ring inside another. * Ring size: The software allows the user to enter the different ring sizes. The software generates layouts of different ring sizes according to user entered parameters. * Disc blanks: Allows the user to enter the different disc blanks. The software generates layouts of different disc blanks according to user entered parameters. *
NC coding: NC coding allows the user to generate NC codes for CNC. The software also generates NC codes based on user entered parameters. Note: G-code can be generated for 2 axis as well as 4 axis. ---------------------------------------- [See PlusRings Features Window] =========================================== Version 1.4: Please note that the changes in PlusRings version 1.4 are:
=========================================== 1. Disc blanks =============== - The software has added four new disc blanks: 1.5mm, 3mm, 3.5mm and 6mm. The user can enter these different disc blanks for generating layouts. - As in the previous version, the disc blanks are nested from the outer disc to the inner disc. - The software generates the layouts according to the user entered values. 2. Ring size ============= - The
software has added the option to enter the disc blanks. The user can enter the discs blanks for generating layouts. The user can also enter the number of disc blanks of each ring. - The software generates layouts based on user entered values. 3. NC coding ============ - The software has added the option to generate NC code of various sizes. The user can enter the NC code for CNC operation. - The software generates NC codes for CNC operation
according to user entered values. Version 1.3.8 ============== 1. Ring blanks ============== - Added the option to generate layouts for 0.2mm, 0.5mm, 0.8mm, 1.5mm, 2.0mm and 2.5mm disc blanks. - The software generates the layouts according to the user entered parameters. - The user can also enter the disc blanks for generating layouts. 2. Ring sizes ============== - Added the option to generate layouts for 0.2mm to

What's New in the?

Users can enter the shapes of their parts directly into the software or import them from a text file or a spreadsheet. Pressing “Save/new Part” creates the optimum layout of the part and creates the NC file. Users can also add comments and notes. Parts are saved in a database which includes all the generated and imported components as well as additional data and comments if they exist. Blank Formats: The software supports Import from DXF format
which includes: DXF, DXF/DWG, DWG, and DGN formats. A database of raw materials can be used for adjusting the properties of the parts. Users can mark a check list of options to be made for a particular part. These options can be created automatically, defined in checklists and exported as PDF. Output Formats: RTF format is used for generating layouts and exporting NC codes. Users can export a DXF file which is compatible with programs
like CAD, CAM, CAM View, Inventor, Inventor Classic, Solid Edge, SolidWorks, etc. and is a native file format for many CAD programs and CAM software. Import from DXF format which includes: DXF, DXF/DWG, DWG, and DGN formats. A database of raw materials can be used for adjusting the properties of the parts. Users can mark a check list of options to be made for a particular part. These options can be created automatically, defined
in checklists and exported as PDF. Export from DXF format which includes: DXF, DXF/DWG, DWG, and DGN formats. A database of raw materials can be used for adjusting the properties of the parts. Users can mark a check list of options to be made for a particular part. These options can be created automatically, defined in checklists and exported as PDF. Export from DXF format which includes: DXF, DXF/DWG, DWG, and DGN formats.
A database of raw materials can be used for adjusting the properties of the parts. Users can mark a check list of options to be made for a particular part. These options can be created automatically, defined in checklists and exported as PDF. Export from DXF format which includes: DXF, DXF/DWG, DWG, and DGN formats. A
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Windows XP Windows Vista Windows 7 Windows 8 Mac OS X 10.4 OS X 10.5 Mac OS X 10.6 Mac OS X 10.7 Mac OS X 10.8 Mac OS X 10.9 Mac OS X 10.10 OS X 10.11 OS X 10.12 Mac OS X 10.13 iOS 8.0 iOS 9.0 Android 4.0 Android 4.
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